
NEW PRODUCT!
Pentahotel launches in Kowloon East

Pentahotel becomes the first international brand hotel to
launch in this upcoming Kai Tak area of Kowloon. 

The 32-storey hotel offers 695 New-York loft-style inspired
guest rooms keeping with the Pentahotel ethos.

The exciting new addition to Kowloon East is only a few
minutes walk from the Diamond Hill MTR station. 

Learn the Pentahotel lingo:
Pentastyle = cool designs that include comfort and warmth
Pentasleep = practical, comfortable guestrooms ensuring a
sound night's slumber
Pentalounge = the 'lifestyle lobby' that multi-functions as the
reception, bar and cafe - perfect as a neighbourhood hub.
Includes pizza bar, Games Rooms, Internet Corners and Music
Stations
Pentafun - guaranteed as guests gather with people who all
beat to the same drum!

Http://www.pentahotels.com 

Free Citywide Wi-Fi for Hotel Guest
Ovolo Hotels launches a city first!

Ovolo Hotels becomes the first hotel group to offer its guests
free citywide Wi-Fi.
 
Teaming up with Hong Kong's Broadband Network (HKBN), the
groups four Hong Kong hotels will provide free unlimited
access to over 9000 of HKBN's hotspots around the city.

Guests will be given a free single Login ID which can be used
across the city up to 24hours before arrival and after check-
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Ngong Ping 360
Alerts

The NP360 cable car service
will be temporarily suspended
from the 02nd September

2013 for 3  weeks for
scheduled maintenance work.
The 02nd of September will
also see the final curtain call
for Monkey Tale theatre at

the village with a replacement
attraction due to take over in

December 2013. 

2 more weeks of
Hong Kong Shopping

Fun

There's only 2 more weeks
left to the end of the Hong
Kong Summer Festival with

still plenty of fantastic
shopping deals and family fun

to be had!
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out.

The move is part of the hotel group's service to provide more
ease to their guests. Other services include breakfast, minibar,
happy hour and laundry.

Ovolo Hotel Group: 
Ovolo own and operates 4 hotels as well as 2 serviced
apartments over Hong Kong Island and Kowloon.

Http://www.ovolohotels.com 

Mira Hotel offers a first in Asia Pacific
'handy' debutes in all 492 Mira Hotel guest
rooms

Located on Hong Kong's famous Nathan Road, The Mira Hotel
has become the first hotel in the Asia Pacific to introduce
'handy' complimentary smartphones in all their rooms. This
unique service includes unlimited international and local calls
to 25 popular destinations (with more to come), an informative
city guide, 3G data and Wi-Fi tethering to other mobile devices
such as laptops and tablets amongst many other perks. 

The Mira Hotel Neighbourhood:

Perfect for the sophisticated young-at-heart, modern
traveller! 
Unique features include The Mira Mall within the hotel with
other famous malls being a mere 10 minutes walk away and
just down the road is the Avenue of Stars, Star Ferry,
Knutsford Terrace, the Museum of Art as well as Kowloon's
Mosque and Islamic Centre.  

Http://www.themirahotel.com 

MUST-DO NEW ATTRACTION!

Bruce Lee Exhibition opens at the Hong Kong
Heritage Museum

An exhibition on the life of Kung-Fu master Bruce Lee was
recently launched and is scheduled to run for five years (20
July 2013 - 20 July 2018) at the Hong Kong Heritage Museum.
 

The exhibition gathers more than 600 precious relics  and
memorabilia, including 400 from the
Bruce Lee Foundation and 100 from
the Hong Kong Film Archive.

Covering a total area of 850 square
metres, the gallery is inspired by
scenes in Lee's five classic Kung-Fu
movies, his gym and his study.
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The Federation of Hong Kong Filmmakers have also produced a
75-minute documentary called The Brilliant Life of Bruce Lee,
to be shown during the exhibition period.

Famous sculptor Chu Tat-shing has created a 3.5-metre-high
statue of Lee in action, while animation artist Shannon Ma has
made a 3D hologram showing Lee's quick, forceful kicking and
nunchaku skills.

A definite must for all Hong Kong visitors!

Http://www.heritagemuseum.gov.hk 

For more exciting updates on what's new in Hong Kong click on 
Http://www.discoverhongkong.com 
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